What’s Your Feminine Power Archetype? Take the Quiz!

For each question, circle the answer that feels most like you (don’t think too much)…

1. Most people would describe me as…
The sun
The moon
The wind
2. I would describe myself as…
Easy-going
Adventurous
Present
3. The archetype I identify the most with is…
The Corporate Woman
The Loving Mother
The Traveling Backpacker

4. In the bedroom, I am great at…
Letting my partner know what feels good
Spicing up our relationship by adding variety
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Completely enjoying myself in the moment

5. With previous partners, one of my biggest strengths was…
Allowing myself to be supported
Lightening up the situation during conflicts
Speaking up when something upset me

6. My previous relationships usually started with…
Me flirting
Me inviting him on a date
Me smiling and staring into his eyes
7. When on an awesome date, I usually feel…
Radiant
Giddy
Powerful
8. If I am nervous for a date, I tend to feel…
Worried he won’t like me.
Worried I won’t like him.
Worried I am wasting time.
9. At one point, I have heard these words (or something similar) from previous partners…
You’re a nag
You’re all over the place
You’re high maintenance
10. An ideal date for me would be…
A fun weekend at Disney Land
A slow long walk under the stars
A sexy salsa dancing night

Okay, now it’s time to determine your dominant Feminine Power Archetype by tallying your
points! (no need to add the numbers, just see which ones you got the most of)
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1. Most people would describe me as…
The sun (2)
The moon (3)
The wind (1)
2. I would describe myself as…
Easy-going (1)
Adventurous (2)
Present (3)
3. The archetype I identify the most with is…
The Corporate Woman (2)
The Loving Mother (3)
The Traveling Backpacker (1)
4. In the bedroom, I am great at…
Letting my partner know what feels good (2)
Spicing up our relationship by adding variety (1)
Completely enjoying myself in the moment (3)
5. With previous partners, one of my biggest strengths was…
Allowing myself to be supported (3)
Lightening up the situation during conflicts (1)
Speaking up when something upset me (2)
6. My previous relationships usually started with…
Me flirting (1)
Me inviting him on a date (2)
Me smiling and staring into his eyes (3)
7. When on an awesome date, I usually feel…
Radiant (3)
Giddy (1)
Powerful (2)
8. If I am nervous for a date, I tend to feel…
Worried he won’t like me. (1)
Worried I won’t like him. (3)
Worried I am wasting time. (2)
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9. At one point, I have heard these words (or something similar) from previous partners…
You’re a nag (2)
You’re all over the place (1)
You’re high maintenance (3)
10. An ideal date for me would be…
A fun weekend at Disney Land (1)
A slow long walk under the stars (3)
A sexy salsa dancing night (2)

Did you get mostly 1s? You are the…

Playful Child Archetype
You are fun loving and easy to be around. Romantic partners
gravitate to your ease and free-spirited approach to life and
relationship.
If you over-identify with this archetype, sometimes people may
think of you as silly, flighty and a rose-colored glasses type.
You can harness your gift of the Playful Child by continuing to
bring your playful self to dating, while also making sure that
you aren’t afraid to amp up your fierceness by not being so
“nice” and your sexiness by allowing yourself to just sit back
and enjoy being a woman.
A gift for you…
Learn more about the Playful Child in this YouTube playlist

Did you get mostly 2s? You are the…
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Radiant Rebel Archetype
You are a fierce force to be reckoned with. Romantic partners
gravitate to you for your adventurous break-the-status-quo
approach to life and relationships.
If you over-identify with this archetype, sometimes people may
think of you as “too much,” intimidating or harsh.
You can harness your gift of the Radiant Rebel by continuing to
be your bold self in dating, speaking up and taking risks, while
also making sure that you aren’t afraid to amp up your
playfulness by not being so serious and your sexiness by
allowing yourself to just sit back and enjoy being a woman.
A gift for you…
Learn more about the Radiant Rebel in this YouTube playlist

Did you get mostly 3s? You are the…

Sexy Feminine Archetype
You are grounded and embodied. Romantic partners gravitate
to you for your soft, heart-centered approach to life and
relationships.
If you over-identify with this archetype, sometimes people may
think of you as manipulative, meek or self-sacrificing.
You can harness your gift of the Sexy Feminine by continuing
to be your tender self in dating, giving and showing your
humanity, while also making sure you aren’t afraid to amp up
your fierceness and take care of yourself for once, as well as
your playfulness - just have fun!
A gift for you…
Learn more about the Sexy Feminine in this YouTube playlist

Want more? Go From Lonely to Love in 30 Days.
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